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TOXIC DRUMS FEAR, INVESTIGATION 

1. Mr P.W. ANDREWS to the Minister for the Environment and Heritage:   
Can the minister outline the initial findings of the Department of Environmental Protection’s investigation into 
the allegedly toxic drums found near the Brookdale liquid waste treatment plant?   

Dr J.M. EDWARDS replied: 
I thank the member for the question.  This issue was raised with me a while ago.  I am pleased to report that the 
Department of Environmental Protection has moved quickly.  In consultation with the community - and with a 
community member present - DEP officers took six of the 30 drums to be tested.  Those drums were tested for 
chemical contaminants and other materials, particularly pesticides.  I am pleased to report that all those tests 
have produced normal results.  We are confident that those drums are not contaminated or linked to the 
Brookdale facility.  A number of other reports of dumped drums were made around the same time.  These are 
also being followed up.  I am pleased to report that one lot of drums was found to have been roped together and 
was obviously a children’s raft.  That is quite safe.  Last week we received a further report from people who 
formerly worked at the site alleging that drums were buried in another position.  The department has started 
investigating that.  Officers went out there last week to conduct initial tests, and this afternoon they will use 
special sensing equipment for deep metal detection to see if they can detect those particular drums in that spot.  I 
am pleased to inform the House that the initial drums found are almost certainly - as described by other Telstra 
and Water Corporation workers who came forward - drums of concrete that were used when sewers were 
blasted.  We responded quickly to those reports; we will respond quickly to the other reports and we will get to 
the bottom of what is going on with those drums.   
 


